
2023: More Connection and Less Conflict
Hi Folks, Let’s go gently into this new year. Let’s be especially
kind and focus on curiosity and compassion rather than control –
both for ourselves and our kids. Wherever you are in your
parenting journey, notice your progress rather than failures. As
Peace At Home’s wise wellness guide Steph Rondeau reminds us,

the way we treat ourselves is powerful modeling for how our kids will treat themselves in the
future. Be curious about your own struggles - wonder what’s driving them, watch your own thoughts
and seek support to release the negative ones. Treat your own challenges and those of your children
with compassion. And finally let’s get out of the habit of trying to “fix” ourselves on our own and move
toward the gift of relationship as we seek to lean into a happier and calmer world for ourselves and
our kids. This month our live, interactive classes, found on page two, focus on Peace at Home
fundamentals in conversations, playfulness, wellness, self-care, body positivity and helpful tools to
manage meltdowns and screen time. Please join us to learn, share and get answers on the spot - we
look forward to seeing you in class.
Ruth E. Freeman, LCSW, President and Founder of Peace At Home Parenting Solutions
Struggling with a parenting challenge or wondering what to do next? We can help.
Email us anytime at solutions@peaceathomeparenting.com

Featured Teacher:
Stephanie Rondeau, MS, LAT, ATC, CSCS, CHC
Stephanie Rondeau, MS, LAT, ATC, CSCS is a health coach with a background in sports
medicine and fitness training as well as a MS in Nutrition. She is the founder of
Rondeau Health and Wellness, offering private health coaching and small group
coaching. Stephanie is a licensed and nationally certified Athletic Trainer, working
in the sports medicine field for over 15 years. Stephanie also contributes freelance
health and fitness content for various websites.

What parents love most about Stephanie are her realistic strategies and in depth understanding of how our
bodies work. A busy mom of two, Stephanie helps other busy moms find their healthy “sweet spot” through
fitness, nutrition, and general wellness coaching. She is passionate about teaching with Peace at Home,
because as a parent herself, she understands the struggles around stress, parenting, and wellness. She
is excited to help others find positive methods to deal with the stressors of family life, and to find ways to
focus on wellness, even in the busiest of times. Stephanie currently lives in Sharon, MA with her husband and
young children. Learn more about Stephanie and all of our Experts >

Positive Resolutions:
What Message Are Your Goals

Sending To Your Children?

Read
Stephanie
Rondeau’s
Blog Here >

January’s PODCAST
Join our host Amy Alamar, Ed.D.
and her guest Alli Gold Roberts, Senior
Director of the State Policy Program at
Ceres on Climate Change.
Find us on your favorite App.
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January 2023 Live Interactive Classes - Register Today!
Find more support in our Quick Video Solutions Libraries

TUE  1/10 8 PM ET Technology and Social Media: Teach Boundaries, Moderation and a Smart Moral Filter.
Learn how to have everyday conversations that build strong parent-child connections and really help kids thrive
and feel secure in a complicated world. Find related on-demand brief videos and handouts in School Age -
Connection = More Cooperation Library

TUE  1/17 8 PM ET Take the Stress Out of Parenting. Yes, parenting is demanding, but when you know what
really matters, it can get a whole lot easier. Join Peace At Home founder, Ruth E. Freeman, LCSW for this
important and liberating class with practical parenting strategies for less conflict and more calm in the new
year. Find related on-demand brief videos and handouts in our Peace at Home’s Parenting Principles Library

WED 1/18 12 PM ET Be Your Child's Calm Center and the Power of Playfulness. Effective parents recognize the
importance of self-regulation and co-regulation and just exactly how playfulness actually increases cooperation.
Join us to learn positive and fun strategies that will improve family life as soon as you start. Find related
on-demand brief videos and handouts in our Toddler & Preschoolers Library

THU 1/19 12 PM ET LinkedIn Live Event – Wellness For Busy Families: Start Your Year Off Right While Staying
Realistic! Join Peace At Home Founder Ruth E. Freeman and Peace At Home Wellness Specialist, Stephanie
Rondeau to focus on family wellness without adding more stress to your already busy life. We can do this!
Find related on-demand brief videos and handouts in Family Wellness Mental & Physical Library

WED 1/25 12 PM ET Manage Meltdowns with Positive Discipline for Toddlers and Preschoolers
Yes, little ones can be very expressive of their emotions in ways that disrupt your day or even drive you crazy.
Join us to recognize what contributes to all these feelings and how you can help your child reduce the big
explosions. Find related on-demand brief videos and handouts in Toddler & Preschoolers Library

WED 1/25 8 PM ET Balancing Fresh Starts and Expectations in the New Year - A Q&A to kick off
the New Year. Join founder Ruth Freeman, LCSW  to get answers to any and all challenges. Trying a new
approach you learned in class and need help? Wondering why your kid is acting that way? We’ve got you! Find
related on-demand brief videos and handouts in Quick Video Solutions Libraries

THU 1/26 12 PM ET Manage Screen Time: End the Power Struggles. Stop the arguments and conflict. You
already know that threats and punishment don’t help. Find solutions that you create together and that
recognize the important roles screens play in all our lives. Find related on-demand brief videos and handouts in
our School Age - Connection = More Cooperation Library

THU 1/26 8 PM ET Body Positivity: Model Healthy Behaviors. Our children and teens are growing up in a world
of endless marketing images of perfect human bodies that are unattainable for most. By the age of 10 girls
begin to evaluate themselves based on the shape of their bodies. Discover how our own behaviors can minimize
these issues and help our kids feel good about themselves. Find related on-demand brief videos and handouts
in our Peace at Home’s Parenting Principles Library

1:1 Consulting, Whether it’s a persistent challenge or a crisis, our experts are here with focused,
individual guidance and support. Request a Private 1:1 Consultation and we’ll match you with
your just right expert for personalized solutions Big Brothers Big Sisters of NYC provides
families up to 60 minutes, at no cost each year. Visit your Parenting Solutions Portal for details.
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Peace At Home is waiting for you
Check out our new look on your Parenting Solutions Portal

Log In: peaceathomeparenting.com/login
Register with Code: SWindsorPeace
Enjoy FREE Live Interactive Classes, Quick Videos Solutions, Helpful
Handouts, Community & Support and more.

Let us know how we can support you. Email
solutions@peaceathomeparenting.com. A Peace At Home Parent

Guide will connect you with services to help you gain more clarity and confidence as a parent.

Tip of the month: Set Goals That You Can Actually Meet
Any time of year is a great time to set goals, but January tends to be when most people
focus on what they want to achieve. But the goals you set can be harmful rather than
helpful if they’re not useful.

Open-ended goals, or those that are too broad, tend to leave us overwhelmed and without
any direction on how to actually achieve them.

Whatever you want to work toward—something in your professional life, your parenting life,
or your personal wellness life—try to set yourself up for success by creating goals that are SMART:

● Specific: Make sure that each goal is specific enough that you know when you’ve met it. “Run more” is too
broad and open ended. “Run 20 minutes 3 times per week” is much more specific.

● Measurable: Goals work best when they can be measured, or else we have no way to track progress or
realize when we’ve met them. Think specifics: numbers, times—minutes per week that you want to
meditate, for example.

● Attainable: Remember, we want to be able to actually reach our goals! Goals that are unattainable cause
frustration and burn out. Yes—reaching for the stars is great, but add smaller, manageable steps in between
here and there to keep your momentum moving forward.

● Realistic: This goes hand-in-hand with attainability. If you’ve never run before, maybe winning a marathon
isn’t the most realistic running goal. Start with a 5k or even how many blocks you want to run and build from
there.

● Time Based: Having a timeline to complete your goals helps with motivation and can help spur you through
any inevitable challenges.

Follow us on our Social Media Networks

LinkedIn Instagram Facebook YouTube
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 Come to a Daisy Garden Party!

Thursday, January 12th
South Windsor Public Library

Children's Program Room
6:15 p.m. - 7:15 p.m.

Current Daisies will share games and activities with girls.

Leaders will share information about joining Girl Scouts
with their parents.

Contact Lisa Kopper for more information or to RSVP to this invitation:
flkopper@sbcglobal.net or 860-644-8588

CALLING FIRST GRADE GIRLS!
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